“Temporarily escape to a tranquil summer home. Situated in the natural beauty of Cape Cod’s beaches, cooled by ocean breezes, lit by the summer sun. A place to rest, relax, and enjoy the soothing sights and sounds of the ocean.”
"The Design Takes Advantage of Natural Beauty and Resources."
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“Ample space and Amenities for Single Occupancy Usage.”
South East Isometric View
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“Aesthetic yet Functional Exterior Elements.”
Interior Renderings

Window Lights Multi Function Table

Additional Windows Light not only Table Surface but also Deeper Interior Spaces Including the Kitchen and the Entrance to the Bedroom

“In Both Designs, Daylighting is Sufficient such that it Reduces the Use of Electrical Lighting in the Daytime.”
“Symmetrical Design Yields Logical Spatial Program.”
Photograph of Physical Model

“Simple Design Leads to Feasible Construction.”